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Director, Natural Resources and Environmental Affairs
Division, Camp beeune
Supply Officer, Support Battalion, Marine Corps Base,
Cap LeJeune

Subj: PROPERTY; TURN-IN

1. The Mater Quality Control Laboratory, Account 31, has several
would like to turn-in. Three of the- d assistance is going to be required
deck of Bldg. 65. The items are. Total KJeldahl Nitren eo, serial
ace of larary equtent. Base
he expertise’Limtted Technical
ast time it was u8, it was n
it has .at unused for several years

,ed. The laboratory has no need for
This is a very large 1tam (larger than

not operational, it apparently has a short in it.
has no need for it and it is also outdated.

Total Organic Carbonanalyzer, Serial
is a piece of laboratory equipment

lave the expertise to LTI. It is
The laboratory

4. Plant Account #532332, Mobile Radio, serial number 1416294.
This radio was replaced. No one has responded to your request
for an LTI.

5. TAM FN 4117, NSN 6640-01-C00-0001, Incubator, serial number
1lIT. This incubator is the size of a refrigerator. If an LTI
is required, I suspect Bale Maintenance might not have the
expertise. The temperature control does not always work.

6. TAM GM3902, NSN 7110-00-C00-0397, Single Pedestal Desk.
This has been replaced. It is a wooden desk painted gray.

7. TAN GN3917, NSN 7110-00-C00-0396, Typist Desk.
been replaced.

This has

8. TAM FM 0937, NSN, 4120-00-905-4232, Air Conditioner. This
window unit does not operate. The room is now cooled by a
central unit.
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Director, Natural Resources and Environmental Affairs
Division, Camp LeJeune
Supply Officer, Support Battalion, Marine Corps Base,
Camp beJeune

SubJ: PROPgRTY; TURN-IN

1. The Mater Quality Control Laboratory, Account 31, has several
pieces of property which we would like to turn-in. Three of the
items are plant account and the rest are off the CMR. Several
items are large and heavy and assistance is going to be required
to get them rom the sond deck of Bldg. 65. The items are
listed below.

2. Plant Account #209540, Total KJeldahl Nitrogen Hood, serial
number 29520. This is piece of laborary equipment. Base
Maintenance does not have the expertise -Limtted Technical
Inspection (LTI)t. The last time it was used, it was in
operaltonal order; however, it has sat unused for several years
and is presently disconnected. The laboratory has no need for
it. It is also outdated. This is a very large item (larger than
a refrigerator).

3. Plant Account #211716, Total Organic Carbonanalyzer, Serial
Number 9093 and 9100. This is a piece of laboratory equipment
Base Maintenance does not have the expertise to LTI. It is
not operational, it apparently has a short in it. The laboratory
has no need for it and it is also outdated.

4. Plant Account #532332, Mobile Radio, serial number 1416294.
This radio was replaced. No one has responded to your request
for an LTI.

5. TAM FM 4117, NSN 6640-01-C00-0001, Incubator, serial number
1lIT. This incubator is the size of a refrigerator. If an LTI
is required, I suspect Base Maintenance might not have the
expertise. The temperature control does not always work.

6. TAM GM3902, NaN 7110-00-C00-0397, Single Pedestal Desk.
This has been replaced. It As a wooden desk painted gray.

7. TAN GM3917, NSN 7110-00-C00-0396, Typist Desk.
been replaced.

This has

8. TAM FM 0937, NSN, 4120-00-905-4232, Air Conditioner. This
window unit does not operate. The room Is now cooled by a
central unit.
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9. All the items with the exception of the air conditioner are
disconnected and ready to pick up. The window air conditioner
is still in the window with its outside brace.

JULIAN I. NOOTEN




